
Self Adhering Coating Solutions

Protecting 
the future

Self-Adhesive Coating Solutions
for the Wind Energy Sector



Making renewable energy 
truly sustainable

Easy-Qote strives to be the most 
environment-friendly corrosion prevention 
coating in the world.

Easy-Qote is purpose-designed; self-adhering and non-toxic. 
Protect your assets for a lifetime with our everlasting and cost 
effective solution.

Our mission

Increasing the lifetime 
of wind energy related 
assets and reducing  
maintenance to a 
minimum.

Protecting the future

care-free
solution



What’s in 
a name?

Easy-Qote is an easy to use solution. Think of 
it as a coating applied simply as a ‘sticker’.  

We invented a coating with a predefined thickness, applied directly 
to substrates with minimum surface preparation requirements,  
and yet focus on Health, Safety and Environment. We succeeded 
and tackled the most common causes of premature protective 
coating failures, along the way.  
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ease 
of use

Take it easy

Easy-Qote is a ready  
to use product, adhering  
to all common substrates. 
It’s easy to install, even  
on complex shapes.



Easy as 1, 2, 3 
It’s just that simple.
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applied 
quickly



What we see, 
mainly depends on 
what we look for



One size fits all

  
The easy solution for wind turbines 
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a. Nacelle with Gear Box

 

b. Tower with Power Cables

c.  Base with TP

Minimum down-time

All it takes is a wire brush, 
a piece of  Coating Repair 
Patch and the job is done.



Case studies of
our added value
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Case:  
Gemini Windpark
For Siemens and Van Oord 
we “patched” the TP of 
several assets in a day.

Case:  
Wintrack masts Valmont
In The Netherlands we 
sealed connections of the 
innovative wintrack masts  
for Tennet.

Case:  
Totech towerbase
In Zeeland we have sealed 
the transition area between 
the concrete and the tower 
base.

smarter, 
better!



Protecting the future

There are many situations that require the ability  
to remove the protective coating for maintenance. 

Oxifree TM198 offers encap-
sulation, without adhesion, 
with lubrication and active 
corrosion inhibiting properties 
integral to the coating.

It provides versatile corrosion 
protection for assets, includ-
ing those with moving parts, 
yet easily allows for repair or 
maintenance. Take for instance 
a working catlink, hydraulic 
fitting or actuator – they would 
all be able to move within the 

coating and maintain normal 
operational use, whilst being 
actively lubricated and existing 
corrosion arrested.

Oxifree is easy to apply, a wire 
brush preparation is enough, 
and humidity and cold do not 
affect application. Protection 
can be provided without a shut-
down, keeping industry moving, 
as well as ease of inspection 
via NDT or simply remove in 
part, inspect and refill.

Oxifree offers a thermo-
plastic coating for the 
protection of metallic 
components, especially 
complex geometries and 
serviceable items.

Case: 
Oxifree TM198
In The Netherlands we 
coated and protected wind
turbine foundation bolting 
for the long-term with easy 
access for maintenance.

Scan the QR code with your smartphone camera to see more 
case studies by Oxifree or go to www.oxifree.com/case-studies

Maintenance proof



One Company, Innovative Technologies, Ultimate Protection.
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